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Abstract Quantum mechanics dramatically differs from classical physics, allowing
for a wide range of genuinely quantum phenomena. The goal of quantum informa-
tion is to understand information processing from a quantum perspective. In this
mindset, it is thus natural to focus on tasks where quantum resources provide an
advantage over classical ones, and to overlook tasks where quantum mechanics pro-
vides no advantage. But are the latter tasks really useless from a more general per-
spective? Here we discuss a simple information-theoretic game called ’guess your
neighbour’s input’, for which classical and quantum players perform equally well.
We will see that this seemingly innocuous game turns out to be useful in various
contexts. From a fundamental point of view, the game provides a sharp separation
between quantum mechanics and other more general physical theories, hence bring-
ing a deeper understanding of the foundations of quantum mechanics. The game
also finds unexpected applications in quantum foundations and quantum informa-
tion theory, related to Gleason’s theorem, and to bound entanglement and unex-
tendible product bases.
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1 Introduction
Quantum theory is arguably the most accurate scientific theory designed so far.
However, despite this success, we still lack a deep understanding of the founda-
tions of the theory. An important goal in the foundations of quantum mechanics is
therefore to recover quantum theory from alternative sets of axioms, motivated by
physical principles rather than mathematical ones [1].
In particular, a case that attracted considerable attention recently is that of quan-
tum nonlocal correlations. Quantum nonlocality [2], a valuable resource for infor-
mation processing [3, 4, 5, 6], is the strongest manifestation of quantum correla-
tions; distant observers performing local measurements on a shared entangled state,
may observe correlations between their measurement outcomes which could prov-
ably not been obtained in any local theory. The strength of quantum correlations
appears however to be limited, in a way that cannot be yet explained by any phys-
ical principle. Consider for instance the principle stating that information cannot
be transmitted instantaneously, the so-called no-signaling principle. Although this
principle is satisfied by all quantum correlations, preventing from a direct conflict
with relativity, it does not single out quantum correlations. Indeed there exist no-
signaling correlations which are stronger than those allowed in quantum mechanics
[7], usually referred to as super-quantum correlations. Why such correlations would
be unlikely to exist in nature and whether there exist a physical principle singling out
quantum correlations are important issues in the foundations of quantum mechanics
[8, 9, 10].
Several approaches have been investigated to discuss this problem. The first con-
sists in investigating the capabilities for information processing of super-quantum
correlations, and to compare them with that of quantum correlations. Interestingly
it was shown that the availability of certain super-quantum correlations, instead
of quantum correlations, would tremendously increase the communication power
of classical communication. In particular, it was shown that some of them would
collapse communication complexity [11, 12, 13] (hence dramatically reducing the
amount of classical communication required to solve a large class of problems [4])
or violate the principles of information causality [14, 15] and macroscopic local-
ity [16]. A second approach, perhaps less demanding, starts from assuming ’local
quantum mechanics’. In other words the statistics of local measurements are as-
sumed to follow Born’s rule. What other principle should then be imposed in order
for the global statistics to be quantum? In the bipartite case, it is proven that the
no-signaling principle is enough to single out quantum correlations [17, 18]. Im-
portantly, while both of these approaches have proven to be (at least partially) suc-
cessful in the case of two parties, none of them can tackle the general multipartite
scenario.
Here we present ’Guess your neighbour’s input’ (GYNI) [19], a simple multipar-
tite game, the rules of which can be understood intuitively from its name. Despite
its innocuous appearance, the game captures crucial features of multipartite quan-
tum correlations. The main aspect of the game is the following. Whereas players
sharing quantum resources do not have any advantage over players sharing clas-
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sical resources, it turns out that players sharing super-quantum correlations have
an advantage over players sharing either classical or quantum resources. In other
words, the limitation of quantum resources is here not a mere consequence of the
no-signaling principle. Hence, the game of GYNI provides a natural separation be-
tween quantum and super-quantum correlations. More generally these results point
towards a strengthening of the no-signaling principle, in the general multipartite
case, obeyed by quantum mechanics. Therefore, whereas the game of GYNI may
seem a priori useless from a quantum perspective, it does in fact bring a novel and
fresh perspective on the foundations of quantum theory [20].
Although it is not clear yet what fundamental principle lies behind the quantum
limitations for GYNI, several important features of such a principle can already be
identified. In particular, this principle must be genuinely multipartite, which can be
shown directly from the GYNI game. This is because there exist multipartite super-
quantum correlations, that will nevertheless satisfy any bipartite principle [21] (see
also [22]). Hence quantum correlations can provably not be recovered from any
principle that is inherently bipartite (such as no trivial communication complexity
or information causality).
Moreover, it can be shown, using GYNI, that there exist multipartite super-
quantum correlations obeying the Born rule locally [18]. Therefore, in the multipar-
tite case, the no-signaling principle is not enough to recover quantum correlations
from local quantum mechanics. This result also has fundamental consequences on
extensions of Gleason’s theorem [23] to composite systems.
Finally, we shall see that GYNI has also applications beyond quantum foun-
dations. In particular, the game turns out to be strongly related [24, 25] to topics
of quantum information theory, namely bound entanglement [26] and unextendible
product bases [27]. This is surprising since these subjects seem to be completely un-
connected at first sight. This connection deepens our understanding of Bell inequali-
ties with no quantum advantage. In particular it allows us to derive such inequalities
from unextendible product bases.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2, after giving a brief back-
ground introduction to nonlocal correlations, we present the GYNI game and derive
the winning probabilities for various types of correlations (local, quantum, and no-
signaling). Applications of GYNI are presented in Sections 3 and 4. First, in Section
3, we discuss results on the extension of Gleason’s theorem for composite systems.
Then, in Section 4, we shall see that any information-theoretic principle catpuring
quantum correlations must be genuinuely multipartite. In Section 5, after present-
ing in detail the connection between GYNI and unextendible product bases, we will
make use of this connection to go beyond GYNI, and to better understand the struc-
ture of Bell inequalities with no quantum advantage. Finally, we will conlude in
Section 6.
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2 Guess your neighbour’s input
2.1 Background: classical, quantum and no-signalling correlations
The definition of (non)locality was introduced by Bell, as a rigorous physical and
mathematical framework to test the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox. Consider
two distant observers, Alice and Bob, sharing a physical system, and performing
local measurements on their subsystems. Alice and Bob’s choice of observables are
labeled by x1 and x2 respectively, and take outcomes a1 and a2 (hereafter the sub-
scripts will be omitted). The joint probability distribution of outcomes, conditioned
on the choice of observables, is represented by P(a1,a2|x1,x2). This set of data is
described as local (or classical) if and only if P(a1,a2|x1,x2) can be reproduced by
a local hidden-variable model1, that is, iff it can be written in the form
PL(a1,a2|x1,x2) =∑
λ
P(λ )P(a1|x1,λ )P(a2|x2,λ ) . (1)
Here individual outcomes are completely specified by the choice of local observ-
able and the shared (hidden) variable λ . Indeed, Alice and Bob’s outcomes may be
correlated via the hidden-variable λ , which is distributed with probability density
P(λ ).
The probability distribution P(a1,a2|x1,x2) is said realizable in quantum me-
chanics (or in short, to be quantum) if and only if it can be written in the following
form:
PQ(a1,a2|x1,x2) = tr(ρABMx1a1 ⊗Mx2a2 ), (2)
where the state of system ρAB is defined by a density operator on the joint Hilbert
space HA⊗HB, and Mx1a1 , Mx2a2 are the local generalized measurements (positive
semidefinite operators on the local Hilbert space such that ∑a j M
x j
a j = 1 ( j = 1,2)
with 1 denoting an identity matrix of the dimension following from the context). In-
deed quantum correlations are stronger than classical ones, hence there exist quan-
tum distributions PQ(a1,a2|x1,x2) which cannot be written in the form (1).
A crucial feature of both classical and quantum correlations is that they satisfy
the no-signalling principle: instantaneous information transmission is impossible.
More formally the principle says that Alice’s measurement outcome is uncorrelated
to Bob’s choice of measurement, that is
∀
x2,x′2
∑
a2
PNS(a1,a2|x1,x2) =∑
a2
PNS(a1,a2|x1,x′2)≡ PA(a1|x1). (3)
Similar equations must be obeyed for Bob’s marginal distribution. Correlations sat-
isfying this principle, as well as normalization and positivity, are referred to as
1 By simplicity, we consider λ to be discrete, but all the formulation can be extended to the con-
tinuous case.
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nonsignaling correlations [28]. Interestingly, there exist nonsignaling correlations
that are not quantum [7], i.e. cannot be written in the form (5).
The above definitions are naturally generalized to the multipartite case: local
correlations between N parties are described by
PL(a1, . . . ,aN |x1, . . . ,xN) =∑
λ
P(λ )P(a1|x1,λ )P(a2|x2,λ ) . . .P(aN |xN ,λ ), (4)
Quantum correlations are given by
PQ(a1, ...,aN |x1, ...,xN) = tr(ρMx1a1 ⊗ ...⊗MxNaN ), (5)
where ρ denotes the quantum state shared between the parties. Finally nonsignalling
correlations are defined such that no party is allowed to signal to others through his
choice of measurement, that is
∀
j, j′ ∑a j
PNS(a1, . . . ,aN |x1, . . . ,xN) =∑
a′j
PNS(a1, . . . ,aN |x1, . . . ,xN). (6)
and similar relations for any two sets of parties.
In order to distinguish between these three kinds of correlations (local, quan-
tum, and nonsignaling) one devises a Bell test, involving a certain number (usually
finite) of parties, observables and outcomes. It is convenient to represent a proba-
bility distribution P(a1, ...,aN |x1, ...,xN) as a vector of probabilities P, with entries
P(a|x) = P(a1, ...,aN |x1, ...,xN). In this vector space, Bell inequalities are given by
linear expressions
S=∑
j
α jP j ≤ ωc . (7)
The coefficients α j are real. The bound of the inequality, i.e. ωc, is the largest value
of the Bell polynomial S for any local probability distribution, i.e. of the form (4).
The set of local correlations defines a convex polytope. Hence it can be described
by a finite set of linear inequalities, that are called tight Bell inequalities.
The local set is a strict subset of the set of quantum correlations. The latter is
still a convex set, although no longer a polytope. It can, however, be described by
an infinite set of quantum Bell inequalities, similar to (7) but replacing the classical
bounds by quantum ones, ωq, which may in general exceed the classical one, i.e.
ωq ≥ ωc.
Finally, the set of no-signalling correlations is also a convex polytope, which is
strictly larger than the quantum set. Its facets are given by positivity inequalities,
stating that joint probabilities are positive. The largest value of a Bell polynomial
S for any no-signaling probability distribution is denoted ωns; indeed, in general
ωns ≥ ωq.
The scene being set, let us bring in the protagonists.
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2.2 The GYNI game
Consider N players disposed on a ring. The game starts with each player receiv-
ing a (private) input bit xi (say from a referee), distributed according to the prob-
ability density q(x). Now, the name of the game says it all: the goal is that each
player makes a correct guess ai of his (say) right-hand side neighbour’s input bit
(see Fig. 1), that is
∀
i
ai = xi+1, (8)
where xN+1 ≡ x1. Importantly, the players are successful if and only if all the parties
make a correct guess.
Fig. 1 The GYNI game. The
goal is that each party outputs
its right-neighbour’s input:
ai = xi+1.
x1 x2 xN
...
a1 a2 aN
xN+1 = x1
The winning probability is defined as
ω =∑
x
q(x)P(ai = xi+1|xi) (9)
with P(ai = xi+1|xi) = P(a1 = x2, . . . ,aN = x1|x1, . . . ,xN). Note that no communi-
cation between the players is allowed during the game. However, during the prepa-
ration stage of the game, the players are informed of the distribution q(x) of the
inputs. They are allowed to establish a common strategy, which will consist in uti-
lizing in a judicious way physical resources they are allowed to share. Here our
aim will be to find out how good the parties can perform at the game when sharing
respectively classical, quantum, and no-signaling correlations. Formally, the game
represents a multipartite Bell test, and eq. (9) has the structure of a multipartite Bell
inequality (see (7)). Hence our goal will be to determine the bounds ωc, ωq and ωns,
corresponding to the classical, quantum and no-signalling bounds of the GYNI Bell
inequality.
2.3 No quantum advantage
A central features of the GYNI game is that the maximum winning probability in the
quantum world is exactly the same as in a classical one. In other words, the GYNI
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inequalities (9) have the same classical and quantum bound, i.e. ωc = ωq, for any
distribution of inputs q(x).
Classical bound. Let us start by analyzing the best classical performance. Any prob-
abilistic classical strategy (which includes the use of shared randomness), can be
decomposed into a convex sum of deterministic strategies. This means that play-
ers can achieve the best winning probability ωc by making a definite guess ai for
each input bit xi. Hence it is enough to analyze such cases. Imagine that their de-
terministic strategy allows them to succeed when receiving some input string y, i.e.
ai(yi) = yi+1,∀i. The input strings have an interesting orthogonality property: for
any other input x 6= y, y¯, there is some i such that xi = yi and xi+1 6= yi+1. Then, for
any input-strings x, there is always some player i which will make a wrong guess.
He will receive the bit xi = yi, and output ai(yi) = yi+1 according to the strategy,
while the correct would be ai = y¯i+1. It is still possible to score when receiving y¯
by setting the strategy to ai(y¯i) = y¯i+1,∀i. The best classical winning probability is
then
ωc = maxx [q(x)+q(x¯)] , (10)
achieved by using y such that q(y)+q(y¯) = maxx[q(x)+q(x¯)].
Quantum bound. If players have access to quantum systems, the most general pro-
tocol involves a quantum state ρ of arbitrary Hilbert space dimension and general
quantum measurements Maixi corresponding to a probability distribution
P(a1, . . . ,aN |x1, . . . ,xN) = tr(ρMa1x1 ⊗ . . .⊗MaNxN ). (11)
The best quantum winning probability is then the maximum expected value of the
Bell operator
ωq = maxψ,meas∑x
q(x)〈Mx〉 . (12)
where Mx ≡Mx2x1 ⊗ . . .⊗Mx1xN . Notice that it is enough to optimize over pure states
|ψ〉 and projective measurements MxiaiMxia′i = δai=a′iM
xi
ai , since there are no restrictions
on the size of local Hilbert spaces. Following a similar reasoning to the classical
case, take projectors My and Mx, where x 6= y, y¯. Then there is some local pro-
jector i, defined on the same basis xi = yi, but projecting on orthogonal subspaces
xi+1 6= yi+1. Consequently, the measurement projectors also obey an orthogonality
condition,
MyMx = 0 if x 6= y, y¯ . (13)
This property is sufficient to show that
∑
x
q(x)〈Mx〉 ≤maxx [q(x)+q(x¯)] , (14)
which proves that the best quantum winning probability is the same as the classical
one
ωq = ωc . (15)
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Indeed, the derivation of the best winning probabilities, in both the classical and
quantum case, relies on a rather natural orthogonality property (either of determin-
istic local strategies, or of orthogonal measurement projectors). Interestingly such a
property is not a consequence of the no-signaling, and does in general not hold for
no-signaling correlations, as we shall see in the next section.
2.4 No-signalling advantage
The game of GYNI is in some sense clearly related to the notion of signaling. In-
deed, if all players can guess correctly their input’s neighbour with a high proba-
bility, this will lead to signaling. Hence it may come to no surprise that quantum
resources, which are indeed no-signaling, give no advantage for GYNI. Surpris-
ingly this intuition is not correct, as we shall see here, since certain super-quantum
no-signaling correlations can in fact provide an advantage compared to classical
correlations.
2.4.1 Correlated inputs
Consider a particular version of the GYNI game in which the inputs are correlated
in the following way: q(x) is uniform on the set of inputs that satisfy the parity
condition:
q(x) =
{
1/2N−1 if x1⊕·· ·⊕ xNˆ = 0
0 otherwise , (16)
where Nˆ = N if N is odd and Nˆ = N − 1 if N is even. Using Eq. (10), it is easy
to check that in classical or quantum theory, the success probability is limited by
ωc = 1/2N−1. We will see that, allowing for super-quantum correlations, this limit
can be beaten: the best winning probability ωns is upper-bounded by ωns ≤ 1/3.
Unlike the previous example, here, although each party still has absolute uncertainty
about his neighbour’s input, no-signalling correlations are able to exploit a global
correlation (the parity of the input-string) to increase the chance of correct guess.
3-player game. Let us first consider the simplest game, featuring three players2.
The GYNI inequality is then simply given by
ω =
1
4
[P(000|000)+P(110|011)+P(011|101)+P(101|110)]≤ 1
4
, (17)
where the bound holds for any local or quantum strategy.
Let us first derive an upper bound on the no-signaling winning probability. Con-
sider the first three terms in (17). The no-signalling principle implies that
2 Note that for 2 players, no-signaling correlation provide no advantage.
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P(000|000)≤∑
a3
P(00a3|000) =∑
a3
p(00a3|001) ,
P(110|011)≤∑
a2
P(1a20|011) =∑
a2
p(1a20|001) , (18)
P(011|101)≤∑
a1
P(a111|101) =∑
a1
p(a111|001) .
From normalization, we know that the sum of these terms satisfies P(000|000)+
P(110|011)+P(011|101)≤ 1. We apply a similar reasoning to the remaining com-
binations of three probability terms of Eq. (17), such that we get
3[PNS(000|000)+PNS(110|011)+PNS(011|101)+PNS(101|110)]≤ 4 . (19)
Hence we obtain an upper limit on the no-signalling winning probability:ωns≤ 1/3.
From this derivation, we also conclude that it is only possible to reach this limit if
every probability term in the GYNI inequality (17) has the value 1/3.
Now, it turns out that this upper bound can be reached by an actual no-signaling
probability distribution. The latter is rather complicated (see [19]), but it would be
interesting to better understand its structure. To be complete, let us mention that
there exist two (among 45) inequivalent classes of extremal tripartite no-signaling
boxes [29], that reach the best winning no signaling probability ωns = 1/3.
Finally note an interesting feature of inequality (17). It is a tight Bell inequality,
that is, it defines a facet of the polytope of local correlations [30]. Hence it identifies
a portion of the quantum boundary which is of maximal dimension [19].
N-player game. Next let us consider the general case of N players, using the condi-
tion (16) on the inputs. For any N, no-signaling correlations provide an advantage.
To show this, we prove that resources that provide a winning probability ω/ωc,
in the game with N players, can provide at least the same ratio ω/ωc for N + 1
players. The strategy is very simple: players 1 to N play exactly as in the N-player
game, while player N+1 outputs his input, aN+1 = xN+1. This guess is correct when
xN+1 = x1, which happens with probability 1/2. Since ωc(N+1) = (1/2)ωc(N), the
ratio remains the same: ω
ωc
(N) =
ω
ωc
(N+1) . (20)
Then, for any N ≥ 3, the best no-signalling sucess probability is at least as good
as (4/3)ωc. This lower bound is achieved if the first 3 players use the optimal
no-signalling strategy for the 3-player game, while the remaining output their in-
puts. They can however do better: using linear programming, we obtained that
ωns/ωc = 4/3, for N = 4; ωns/ωc = 16/11, for N = 5,6; and ωns/ωc = 64/42,
for N = 7,8. Basing on these three values the rough estimation would suggest
that the ratio ωns/ωc scales with N as 4k/{(1/3)[(23/3)4k−1 + k+ 1/3]}, where
k = b(N−1)/2c. This in the limit of N→ ∞ gives ωns/ωc→ 36/23.
Remarkably, it turns out that the N-partite GYNI Bell inequalities (with promise
(16)), hereafter referred to as GYNIN , are tight for an arbitrary odd N [25] and for
N = 4,6 [19]. It is conjectured that they are tight for any N.
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2.4.2 Upper bounds on ωns
From the winning probability in the classical case (Eq. (10)), we know that q(x)≤
ωc for any x, from which we get the bound ω ≤ ωc∑xP(ai = xi+1|xi). Something
more meaningful is obtained if we now assume the distributions to be no-signalling.
Take the summation ∑xP(ai = xi+1|x). Repeatedly applying the no-signalling con-
dition (3), (first to party N, then to N−1 and so on), we get
∑
x1,...,xN
PNS(x2, . . . ,xN ,x1|x1, . . . ,xN−1,xN)
≤ ∑
x1,...,xN
PNS(x2, . . . ,xN |x1, . . . ,xN−1)
= ∑
x1,...,xN−1
PNS(x2, . . . ,xN1 |x1, . . . ,xN−2) = · · ·= 2 . (21)
We conclude that the success probability within no-signalling theories is bounded
by
ωns ≤ 2ωc , (22)
which means that, in general, no-signalling correlations do not allow determinis-
tic success. As we could predict, for some input distributions, perfect guessing is
only possible if players communicate. In those cases, it is reasonable to expect that
classical, quantum and no-signalling resources provide exactly the same best per-
formance.
2.4.3 Completely uniform distributions of inputs
The counter-example for the previous intuition is the following: the completely uni-
form distribution over the inputs, i.e. q(x) = 1/2N . We obtain a tight upper bound
on ωns by noticing that 2q(x) = ωc, which leads to
ωns =
ωc
2 ∑x
PNS(ai = xi+1|xi)≤ ωc . (23)
Classical and no-signalling resources provide exactly the same best winning proba-
bility, in a situation where each player has, a priori, no information about the input
of its neighbour.
Once the GYNI Bell inequality has been introduced, we discuss in the next sec-
tions the application of this inequality in two different contexts, related to the char-
acterization of quantum correlations.
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3 Application 1: Gleason’s theorem for multipartite systems
Gleason’s Theorem [23] is a celebrated theorem in the foundations of quantum me-
chanics that allows recovering the Born rule for quantum probabilities from the
structure of quantum measurements. Recall that a quantum measurement acting on
a Hilbert space of dimension d corresponds to a set of k positive operators, Mi ≥ 0
with i = 1, . . . ,k such that ∑iMi = 1. Gleason’s Theorem aims at characterizing
maps from quantum measurements to probability distributions. The maps Λ have to
satisfy the following properties:
1. For any positive operator 0≤M ≤ 1 one has Λ(M)≥ 0.
2. Given a quantum measurement, that is, given a set of k positive operators sum-
ming up to the identity, one has
k
∑
i=1
Λ(Mi) = 1. (24)
Note that the considered maps are non-contextual, as the measurement operators
are mapped into probabilities independently of the structure of the measurement
they belong to.
Gleason’s Theorem implies that all maps satisfying the two requirements 1 and 2
can be written asΛ(M) = tr(ρM) for a given quantum state ρ , that is, ρ is a positive
operator of trace one. We sketch here the idea of the proof, while its detailed version
may be found e.g. in Ref. [31]. Notice, however, that the author of [31] imposes
an additional condition on Λ which, as we show below, can be simply inferred
from 1 and 2. Indeed, consider two measurement operators M1,M2 such that M3 =
1− (M1 +M2) ≥ 0. Consider now the two different measurements {M1,M2,M3}
and {M1+M2,M3}. The second measurement is simply a coarse-grained version of
the first in which the two first outcomes are grouped together. A direct application
of property 2 above implies thatΛ(M1)+Λ(M2) =Λ(M1+M2). This together with
properties 1 and 2 imply that the map Λ , initially defined for positive operators, can
be uniquely extended to a linear map acting on all operators. It immediately follows
that it can be written as tr(XM) for an operator X . But then, the condition 1 implies
the positivity of the operator X and its normalization follows from condition 2. On
the other hand, one checks by hand that any of these maps satisfies conditions 1 and
2.
This theorem is a seminal result in the Foundations of Quantum Physics. In par-
ticular, it implies that Born’s rule for the computation of measurement probabilities
can be derived from the Hilbert space structure of quantum measurements and the
two natural conditions provided above.
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3.1 Gleason correlations
Gleason’s Theorem was initially established for single systems. It was later extended
to composite systems in Refs. [32, 33]. The scenario consists of N independent ob-
servers. To each observer j, with j = 1, . . . ,N, one associates a Hilbert space of
dimension d j and a structure of quantum measurements given by sets of positive
operators summing up to the identity. For the sake of simplicity, we take in what fol-
lows all the local dimensions equal, di = d, ∀i. We denote by {M( j)i j }, i j = 1, . . . ,k j
the sets of positive operators defining a measurement for each observer, that is,
∑i j M
( j)
i j = 1. The extension of the theorem then aims at characterizing those maps
from measurements by each observer to probability distributions. In what follows,
for the ease of notation, we restrict the analysis to the simplest bipartite case, al-
though it can be easily generalized to an arbitrary number of parties. The map is
requested to satisfy the following conditions:
1. For pairs of positive operators, M(1)i1 ,M
(2)
i2
, where 0 ≤ M(1)i1 ,M
(2)
i2
≤ 1 one has
Λ(M(1)i1 ,M
(2)
i2
)≥ 0.
2. For pairs of measurements, {M(1)i1 },{M
(2)
i2
}, where 0≤M(1)i1 ,M
(2)
i2
≤ 1 one has
k1,k2
∑
i1,i2=1
Λ(M(1)i1 ,M
(2)
i2
) = 1. (25)
3. Given two complete quantum measurements by one of the observers, say the
second, {M(2)i2 } and {N
(2)
i2
}, the map has to be such that
k2
∑
i2=1
Λ(M(1)i1 ,M
(2)
i2
) =
k′2
∑
i2=1
Λ(M(1)i1 ,N
(2)
i2
). (26)
The new condition, i.e., the third one, can be understood as the natural formal-
ization of the no-signalling principle in the considered framework: the marginal
probability distribution seen by one of the observers cannot depend on the measure-
ment performed by the other observer. The generalization to an arbitrary number
of parties of these requirements is straightforward. Now Λ maps tuple of positive
operators M(1)i1 , . . . ,M
(N)
iN into non-signalling probability distributions.
The generalization of the theorem to this scenario, that we call multipartite Glea-
son’s Theorem, states that all such maps can be written as
Λ(M(1)i1 , . . . ,M
(N)
iN ) = tr
(
WM(1)i1 ⊗ . . .⊗M
(N)
iN
)
, (27)
where W is an operator which is positive on product states |ψ1〉 . . . |ψN〉. These op-
erators are also known as entanglement witnesses [34]p. As above, it is clear that
maps of the form (27) satisfy the previous three requirements and the non-trivial
part of the result is proving the opposite direction.
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As the set of entanglement witnesses is larger than the set of quantum states (or,
in other words, there exist operatorsW that are non-positive, but positive on product
states) the set of distributions (27), called in what follows Gleason correlations, is
in principle larger than the quantum set. However, it was shown in [17, 18] that
the two sets actually coincide for two parties. Thus, as it happens for single-party
systems, imposing the structure of quantum measurements for the observers gives
the quantum correlations.
The proof of the equivalence between Gleason and bipartite quantum correla-
tions exploits the Choi-Jamiołkowski (CJ) isomorphism [35] that relates maps to
operators. In this case, the it says that any witness W can be written as (I⊗ϒ )(Φ),
where ϒ is a positive map and Φ is the projector onto the maximally entangled
state |Φ〉 = (1/√d)∑i |ii〉 ∈ Cd ⊗Cd and I stands for an identity map. With the
aid of Ref. [36], one can prove that any normalized witness can also be written
as (I⊗Λ)(Ψ), where Λ is now a positive and trace-preserving map, while Ψ is a
projector onto some pure bipartite state3. It then follows that
tr(WMx1a1 ⊗Mx2a2 ) = tr[(I⊗Λ)(Ψ)Mx1a1 ⊗Mx2a2 ]
= tr[ΨMx1a1 ⊗Λ ∗(Mx2a2 )]
= tr(ΨMx1a1 ⊗ M˜x2a2 ), (29)
where Λ ∗ is the dual4 of Λ and M˜x2a2 = Λ ∗(M
x2
a2 ) defines a valid quantum measure-
ment because the dual of a positive trace-preserving map is positive and unital, that
is, Λ ∗(1) = 1.
The next natural question is as to whether the equivalence between quantum and
Gleason correlations holds for an arbitrary number of parties. As we show next, the
answer to this question turns out to be negative, as there are local measurements
acting on entanglement witnesses that produce supra-quantum correlations. Before
proving this result, it is worth mentioning that local measurements on entanglement
witnesses that can be written as
W =∑
k
(
Λ kA1 ⊗·· ·⊗Λ kAN
)
(ρk), (30)
3 To see this explicitly let us first notice that for a normalized witness W it holds that W = (I⊗
Λ)(Φ) with trace-preserving Λ iff WA = trBW = 1/d. Then, if WA 6= 1/d but it is of full rank, one
introduces another witness W˜ = (1/d)(W−1/2A ⊗1)W (W−1/2A ⊗1). Clearly, W˜A = 1/d and thus W˜
is isomorphic to a trace-preserving positive map Λ˜ . Consequently,
W = d(
√
WA⊗1)W˜ (
√
WA⊗1) = d(
√
WA⊗1)(I⊗ Λ˜)(Φ)(
√
WA⊗1) = (I⊗ Λ˜)(Ψ), (28)
where Ψ denotes a projector onto some normalized pure state |Ψ〉 = √d(√WA ⊗1)|Φ〉 of full
Schmidt rank. Finally, ifWA is rank-deficient, one constructs yet another witnessW ′ =W +P⊥A ⊗
1, where P⊥A = 1−PA with PA denoting a projector onto the support of WA. Then, W ′A is of
full-rank and therefore W ′ admits the form (28). To complete the proof, it suffices to notice that
W = (PA⊗1)W ′(PA⊗1), and henceW also assumes the form (28) with a normalized pure state
|Ψ〉=√d[PA(W ′A)1/2⊗1]|Φ〉=
√
d(W 1/2A ⊗1)|Φ〉 which is now not of full Schmidt rank.
4 The dual map Λ ∗ of Λ is the map such that tr(AΛ(B)) = tr[Λ ∗(A)B].
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where ρk are N-party quantum states, Λ kAi are positive trace preserving maps and
the number of terms in the sum is arbitrary, do not lead to supra-quantum correla-
tions. This is a rather straightforward generalization of the equivalence proof in the
bipartite case.
In order to prove that in the multipartite case the set of Gleason correlations con-
tains quantum correlations as a strict subset, we provide an example of entanglement
witness and local measurements giving nonsignalling correlations which violate the
three-partite GYNI Bell inequality. Let us start by introducing the following set of
four fully product vectors from the three-qubit Hilbert space:
|ψ1〉= |000〉, |ψ2〉= |1e⊥e〉, |ψ3〉= |e1e⊥〉, |ψ4〉= |e⊥e1〉, (31)
where |e〉 ∈ C2 is an arbitrary vector different from |0〉 and |1〉, while |e〉 stands
for a vector orthogonal to |e〉. One checks by hand that there is no other three-qubit
fully product vector orthogonal to all |ψi〉s; such sets of product vectors are called
unextendible product bases (UPBs) [27] (see section 5.1 for a detailed discussion
on UPBs and more examples).
As noticed in [27], the set (31), called Shifts UPB, can be used for a simple
construction of bound entangled state, i.e., an entangled state from which any type
of maximally entangled state cannot be distilled [26]. The state is given by ρUPB =
(1−ΠUPB)/4 with ΠUPB, where ΠUPB denotes the projector onto span{|ψi〉}.
Let us now consider the normalized entanglement witness detecting ρ:
W =
1
4−8ε (ΠUPB− ε1), (32)
where
ε = min
|αβγ〉
〈αβγ|ΠUPB|αβγ〉. (33)
The fact that there is no fully product vector orthogonal to |ψi〉 implies that ε > 0,
and, on the other hand, it is fairly easy show that ε < 1/2. One also notices that
tr(Wρ) =−ε/(1−2ε)< 0.
Now, one can see that the witnessW , when measured along the local bases in the
definition of the UPB (31), leads to correlations that produce a value of GYNI game
equal to β = (1− ε)/(1−2ε), which is larger than one for all positive ε not larger
than one-half. Thus, these correlations represent an example of Gleason correlations
with no quantum analogue.
4 Application II: Quantum correlations and information
principles
As mentioned in the introduction, an intense research effort has recently been de-
voted to understand why nonlocality appears to be limited in quantum mechanics.
Information concepts have been advocated as the key missing ingredient needed to
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single-out the set of quantum correlations [8, 9, 10]. The main idea is to identify
‘natural’ information principles, satisfied by quantum correlations, but violated by
super-quantum correlations. The existence of the latter would then have implausible
consequences from an information-theoretic point of view. Celebrated examples of
these principles are information causality [14] or non-trivial communication com-
plexity [11]. While the use of these information concepts has been successfully ap-
plied to specific scenarios [12, 13, 15, 37, 38], proving, or disproving, the validity of
a principle for quantum correlations is extremely challenging. On the one hand, it is
rather difficult to derive the Hilbert space structure needed for quantum correlations
from information quantities. On the other hand, proving that some super-quantum
correlations are fully compatible with an information principle seems out of reach,
as one needs to consider all possible protocols using these correlations and show that
none of them leads to a violation of the principle. Hence it is still unclear whether
this approach is able to fully recover the set of quantum correlations.
Therefore it is relevant to derive general features of a principle that could poten-
tially identify quantum correlations. Using GYNI, it was recently shown that such
a principle must be genuinely multipartite. More specifically, no bipartite principle
can characterize the set of quantum correlations when three of more observers are
involved [21]. This rest of this section is devoted to this result.
Before discussing the result, it is worth recalling that, so far, most information-
theoretic principles have been formulated in the bipartite scenario. Actually, even the
general formulation of the no-signalling principle has a bipartite structure: correla-
tions among N observers are compatible with the no-signalling principle whenever
there exists no partition of the N parties into two groups such that the marginal prob-
ability distribution of one set of the parties depends on the measurements performed
by the other set of parties (see (6)). Moving to information causality, it considers a
scenario in which a first party, Alice, has a string of nA bits. Alice is then allowed
to send m classical bits to a second party, Bob. Information causality bounds the in-
formation Bob can gain on the nA bits held by Alice whichever protocol they imple-
ment making use of the pre-established bipartite correlations and the message of m
bits. Alice and Bob can violate this principle when they have access to some super-
quantum correlations [14]. In the case m = 0, information causality implies that in
absence of a message, pre-established correlations do not allow Bob to gain any in-
formation about any of the bits held by Alice, which is nothing but the no-signaling
principle. This suggests the following generalization of information causality to an
arbitrary number of parties, mimicking what is done for the no-signalling princi-
ple: given some correlations P(a1, . . . ,an|x1, . . . ,xN), they are said to be compatible
with information causality whenever all bipartite correlations constructed from them
satisfy this principle. This generalization ensures the correspondence between no-
signaling and information causality when m= 0 for an arbitrary number of parties.
This generalization of information causality has recently been applied to the study
of extremal tripartite non-signaling correlations [22].
Regarding non trivial communication complexity, it studies how much communi-
cation is needed between two distant parties to compute probabilistically a function
of some inputs in a distributed manner. It can also be interpreted as a generalization
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of the no-signaling principle, as it imposes constraints on correlations when a finite
amount of communication is allowed between parties. Different multipartite gener-
alizations of the principle have been studied, see [4]. However, as for information
causality, one can always consider the straightforward generalization in which the
principle is applied to every partition of the N parties in two groups.
We are now in position to review the proof of the impossibility of characterizing
quantum correlations for an arbitrary number of parties using bipartite principles.
For simplicity, we restrict the analysis to tripartite correlations.
4.1 Time-ordered-bilocal correlations and GYNI
The first ingredient in the proof is the characterization of multipartite correlations
such that any bipartite correlations constructed from them have a classical local
model. By definition, correlations satisfying this property do not violate any bipar-
tite principle satisfied by classical correlations.
A priori, one would think that if the correlations P(a1,a2,a3|x1,x2,x3) have a
local model along all possible bipartitions, namely A1−A2A3, A2−A1A3 and A3−
A1A2, that is,
P(a1,a2,a3|x1,x2,x3) =∑
λ
P1(λ )P1(a1|x1,λ )P1(a2,a3|x2,x3,λ )
=∑
λ
P2(λ )P2(a2|x2,λ )P2(a1,a3|x1,x3,λ )
=∑
λ
P3(λ )P3(a3|x3,λ )P1(a1,a2|x1,x2,λ ), (34)
then, any bipartite object constructed from it also has a local model. This intuition
however has proven to be wrong in [39], where it was shown how non-local bipartite
correlations can be derived from correlations having a decomposition of the form
of (34). The characterization of multipartite correlations such that a local model
exists for any bipartite correlations derived from it is then subtler than expected.
Indeed, at the moment, it is unknown what is the largest set of correlations having
this property [39]. It has however been shown in [21] that the set of time-ordered-
bilocal correlations (TOBL) do fulfill this requirement. Tripartite correlations have
a TOBL model whenever they can be written as
P(a1,a2,a3|x1,x2,x3) =∑
λ
Pi| jkλ P(ai|xi,λ )Pj→k(a j,ak|x j,xk,λ )
=∑
λ
Pi| jkλ P(ai|xi,λ )Pj←k(a j,ak|x j,xk,λ ) (35)
for (i, j,k)= (1,2,3),(2,3,1),(3,1,2), with the distributions Pj→k and Pj←k obeying
the conditions
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Pj→k(a j|x j,λ ) =∑
ak
Pj→k(a j,ak|x j,xk,λ ), (36)
Pj←k(ak|xk,λ ) =∑
a j
Pj←k(a j,ak|x j,xk,λ ). (37)
The notion of TOBL correlations first appeared in [29] (see [39] and [40] for a
proper introduction and further motivation for such models). As can be seen from
the relations (36) and (37) we impose the distributions Pj→k and Pj←k to allow for
signaling at most in one direction, indicated by the arrow (see Table 1).
x2 x3 a2 a3
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0
x2 x3 a2 a3
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
x2 x3 a2 a3
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
Table 1 Different examples of deterministic bipartite probability distributions P23(a2,a3|x2,x3,λ )
characterized by output assignments to the four possible combination of measurements. Left: in-
puts and outputs corresponding to a point P2→3(a2,a3|x2,x3,λ ) in the decomposition (35). Center:
inputs and outputs corresponding to a point P2←3(a2,a3|x2,x3,λ ) in (35). Right: inputs and outputs
corresponding to a distribution which allows signaling in the two directions.
To understand the operational meaning of these models, consider the bipartition
1|23 for which systems 2 and 3 act together. In this situation, P(a1,a2,a3|x1,x2,x3)
can be simulated if a classical random variable λ with probability distribution
p1|23λ is shared by parts 1 and the composite system 2− 3, and they implement
the following protocol: given λ , 1 generates its output according to the distribu-
tion P(a1|x1,λ ); on the other side, and depending on which of the parties 2 and
3 measures first, 2− 3 uses either P2→3(a2,a3|x2,x3,λ ) or P2←3(a2,a3|x2,x3,λ ) to
produce the two measurement outcomes. Likewise, any other bipartition of the three
systems admits a classical simulation.
By construction, the set of tripartite TOBL models is convex and is included
(in fact, it is strictly included [39]) in the set of tripartite probability distributions
of the form (34). Moreover, TOBL models always produce classical correlations
under post-selection: indeed, suppose that we are given a tripartite distribution
P(a1,a2,a3|x1,x2,x3) satisfying condition (35), and a postselection is made on the
outcome a˜3 of measurement x˜3 by party 3. Then, one has
P(a1,a2|x1,x2x˜3a˜3) =∑
λ
P′λP(a1|x1,λ )P′(a2|x2,λ ), (38)
with
P′λ =
P1|23λ
P(a˜3|x˜3)P2←3(a˜3|x˜3,λ ), P
′(a2|x2,λ ) = P2←3(a2|x2, x˜3, a˜3,λ ). (39)
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Postselected tripartite TOBL boxes can thus be regarded as elements of the TOBL
set with trivial outcomes for one of the parties.
We now demonstrate that any possible bipartite correlations derived from many
uses of TOBL correlations have a local model and, thus, are compatible with any
bipartite principle satisfied by classical (and obviously quantum) correlations. The
most general protocol consists in distributing an arbitrary number of boxes described
by P1,P2, . . . ,PN among three parties which are split into two groups, A and B. Both
groups can process the classical information provided by their share of the N boxes.
For instance, outputs generated by some of the boxes can be used as inputs for
other boxes (see figure 2). This local processing of classical information is usually
referred to as wirings. Thus, in order to prove our result in full generality, we should
consider all possible wirings of tripartite boxes. We show next that if P1,P2, . . . ,PN
are in TOBL, then the resulting correlations Pfin obtained after any wiring protocol
have a local decomposition with respect to the bipartition A|B, and therefore fulfill
any bipartite information principle.
For simplicity, we illustrate our procedure for the wiring shown in figure 2, where
boxes P1,P2,P3 are distributed between two parties A and B, and party A only holds
one subsystem of each box. The construction is nevertheless general: it applies to
any wiring and also covers situations where for some TOBL boxes party A holds
two subsystems instead of just one (or even the whole box).
From (35) we have
Pi(ai1,a
i
2,a
i
3|xi1,xi2,xi3) =∑
λ i
Piλ iP
i
1(a
i
1|xi1,λ i)Pi2→3(ai2,ai3|xi2,xi3,λ i) (40)
=∑
λ i
Piλ iP
i
1(a
i
1|xi1,λ i)Pi2←3(ai2,ai3|xi2,xi3,λ i), (41)
for i = 1,2,3. Consider the first box that receives an input, in our case subsys-
tem 2 of P1. The first outcome a12 can be generated by the probability distribu-
tion P12→3(a
1
2,a
1
3|x12,x13,λ 1) encoded in the hidden variable λ 1 that models these
first correlations. This is possible because for this decomposition a12 is defined
independently of x13, the input in subsystem 3. Then, the next input x
2
3, which
is equal to a12, generates the output a
2
3 according to the probability distribution
P22←3(a
2
2,a
2
3|x22,x23,λ 2) encoded in λ 2. The subsequent outcomes ai2 and ai3 are gen-
erated in a similar way. The general idea is that outputs are generated sequen-
tially using the local models according to the structure of the wiring on 2− 3. Fi-
nally, subsystem 1 can generate its outputs ai by using the probability distribution
Pi1(a
i
1|xi,λ i). This probability distribution is independent of the order in which par-
ties 2 and 3 make their measurement choices for any of the boxes. Averaging over
all hidden variables one obtains Pfin. This construction provides the desired local
model for the final probability distribution.
The final step in the proof consists of showing that there exist correlations in
the TOBL set that do not have a quantum realization. This was shown by means
of the GYNI inequality. More precisely, it can be proven that, contrary to quantum
correlations, this inequality is violated by TOBL correlations:
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P1(a11,a
1
2,a
1
3|x11,x12,x13)
y2
a
x y1
b1 b2
A B
P3(a31,a
3
2,a
3
3|x31,x32,x33)
P2(a21,a
2
2,a
2
3|x21,x22,x23)
Fig. 2 Wiring of several tripartite correlations distributed among parties A and B. The gener-
ated bipartite box accepts a bit x (two bits y1,y2) as input on subsystem A (B) and returns a
bit a (two bits b1,b2) as output. Relations (40) guarantee that the final bipartite distribution
Pfin(a,(b1,b2)|x,(y1,y2)) admits a local model.
maximize P(000|000)+P(110|011)+P(011|101)+P(101|110)
subject to P(a1,a2,a3|x1,x2,x3) ∈ TOBL.
(42)
The maximization yields a value of 7/6, implying the existence of supra-quantum
correlations in TOBL. The form of the TOBL correlations leading to this violation
can be found in [21]. Later, another example of supra-quantum correlations in TOBL
was provided in [22], where the authors proved that an extremal point of the no-
signalling polytope for three parties and two two-outcome measurements per party
is also in TOBL and has no quantum realization.
5 Generalization of GYNI: Bell inequalities without quantum
violation and unextendible product bases
The relation between GYNI’s Bell inequality and the three-qubit unextendible prod-
uct basis (UPB) was used in the previous section to show that, contrary to the bipar-
tite case [17] (see also [18]), in the three-partite scenario Gleason correlations make
a larger set than the quantum ones. Actually, this link can be generalized and relates
nontrivial Bell inequalities without violation to UPB, see Ref. [24]. All these Bell in-
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equalities lack quantum violation, nevertheless, they are nontrivial in the sense that
there exist some nonsignalling correlations violating them. They therefore comple-
ment the results of Ref. [18] providing new examples of multipartite scenarios where
Gleason correlations are different from the quantum ones. More importantly, how-
ever, some of UPBs can lead to tight Bell inequalities with no quantum violation,
novel examples of which have recently been found [25].
Our aim in this section is to recall the method from Refs. [24, 25] and then
discuss properties of the resulting Bell inequalities. We also provide some classes of
nontrivial Bell inequalities with no quantum violation associated to UPBs. Finally,
we go beyond UPB and show that there are also sets of orthogonal product vectors
that are not UPBs but can be associated nontrivial Bell inequalities. Before that let
us recall the notion of unextendible product bases and briefly review their properties.
5.1 Unextendible product bases
We start by introducing an N-partite product Hilbert space
H =Cd1 ⊗ . . .⊗CdN , (43)
where di (i= 1, . . . ,N) denote, for the time being arbitrary, dimensions of the local
Hilbert spaces. In what follows we will call an element |ψ〉 of H fully product if it
assumes the form |ψ〉=⊗Ni=1|ψi〉 ≡ |ψ1, . . . ,ψN〉 with |ψi〉 ∈Cdi .
Then, let us consider a set of orthogonal product vectors
S=
{
|Ψm〉= |ψ(1)m 〉⊗ . . .⊗|ψ(N)m 〉
}|S|
m=1
, (44)
where |ψ(i)m 〉 (m = 1, . . . , |S|) are local vectors belonging to Cdi and |S| ≤ dimH.
With this we have the following definition [27].
Definition 1. Let S be a set of orthogonal fully product vectors (44) from H. We
call S unextendible product basis (UPB) if it spans a proper subspace in H, i.e.,
|S|< dimH, and there is no product vector ⊗Ni=1|φi〉 ∈ H orthogonal to spanS.
Fig. 3 Schematic definition
of a UPB: a set of orthogonal
product vectors S spanning a
proper subspace spanS ⊂ H
such that there is no vector
⊗Ni=1|φi〉 ∈ H orthogonal to
S. A normalized projector
onto (spanS)⊥ (45) is a bound
entangled state [27].
1
H no product
vectors
spanU
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The notion of unextendible product bases reflects the peculiar feature of some
of product Hilbert spaces H in that they can be represented as direct sums of two
orthogonal subspaces, of which one is spanned by product vectors, while the sec-
ond does not contain any of them, i.e., is completely entangled (see Fig. 3). This
has interesting consequences from the quantum information point of view. As it was
first observed by Bennett and coworkers [27], UPBs can be used for a construc-
tion of bound entangled states, i.e., states that are entangled but nevertheless no
entanglement can be distilled from them by means of local operations and classical
communication [26].
To be more precise, following [27], let us consider a particular UPB U , and the
normalized projector onto the subspace of H orthogonal to U , i.e.,
ρ =
1
dimH−|U | (1−Π) . (45)
By Π and 1 we denoted, respectively, the projector onto the subspace spanned by
U and identity acting on H. Since there is not product vector orthogonal to U , the
support of ρ consists only of entangled states, implying that ρ must be entangled.
Then, it immediately follows from Eq. (45) that ρ has all partial transpositions pos-
itive which, due to Ref. [26], justifies the statement that ρ is bound entangled.
To illustrate the above definition we consider the following examples of UPBs.
Example 1. We start from the TILES UPB, one of the first bipartite UPBs introduced
in Ref. [27]. It consists of five two-qutrit vectors of the form
UTILES = {|0〉(|0〉− |1〉), |2〉(|1〉− |2〉),(|0〉− |1〉)|2〉,(|1〉− |2〉)|0〉,
(|0〉+ |1〉+ |2〉)⊗2}. (46)
Notice that in two-qutrit Hilbert space there only exist five-elements UPBs and all
of them are known [27, 41, 42, 43].
Example 2. Second, let us consider a general class of N-qubit unextendible product
bases with odd N = 2k−1 (k ∈N;k ≥ 2) given by the following 2k vectors [41]:
UGenShifts = {|0 . . .0〉, |1e1 . . .ek−1ek−1 . . .e1〉, |e11e1 . . .ek−1ek−1 . . .e2〉, . . . ,
|e1 . . .ek−1ek−1 . . .e11〉} (47)
with {|0〉, |1〉} and {|ei〉, |ei〉} (i= 1, . . . ,k−1) being k arbitrary but different bases
in C2. The ith (i≥ 2) vector in (47), except for the first two ones, is obtained from
the vector i−1 by shifting all the local vectors by one to the right, and thus the name
Generalized Shifts.
Example 3. Third, let us consider the general class of UPBs found by Niset and Cerf
[44]. Here we take the Hilbert space H = (Cd)⊗N , where N ≥ 3 and d ≥ N−1, and
the following set of N(d−1)+1 vectors:
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UNC = {|ed−1〉⊗N}∪
N−1⋃
i=0
Si, (48)
where
S0 = {|0,1, . . . ,d−1〉|e0〉, . . . , |0,1, . . . ,d−1〉|ed−2〉} (49)
and Si=V iS0 (i= 1, . . . ,N−1)withV denoting a unitary permutation operator such
thatV |x1〉 . . . |xN〉= |xN〉|xN−1〉 . . . |x1〉 for |xi〉 ∈Cd , and {|ei〉}d−1i=0 is any orthogonal
basis in Cd different from the standard one. Notice that UNC can straightforwardly
be generalized to an arbitrary local dimension di ≥ N − 1 (i = 1, . . . ,N) just by
adjusting both bases at each site to the respective dimension [44].
Both classes of multipartite UPBs from examples 2 and 3 (here up to local unitary
operations) recover, for N = 3, the already introduced Shifts UPB (31), i.e.,UShifts =
{|000〉, |1ee〉, |e1e〉, |ee1〉} with {|e〉, |e〉} being an arbitrary basis of C2 different
from the standard one. Clearly, this set can be slightly generalized by taking the
second basis different at each site, that is, {|000〉, |1e2e3〉, |e11e3〉, |e1e21〉} (the first
basis can be fix to the standard one by a local unitary operation). Then, as it was
shown by Bravyi [45], any three-qubit UPB is equivalent to this one up to local
unitary operations and permutations of the parties.
5.2 Constructing Bell inequalities with no quantum violation from
unextendible product bases
We are now ready to recall the method from [24, 25] allowing to associate a non-
trivial Bell inequality with no quantum violation to a UPB having certain property.
5.2.1 The construction
To begin, consider again the product Hilbert space H and the set of vectors S. For
the time being, we do not assume S to be a UPB, keeping, however, the assumption
that elements of S are orthogonal product vectors from H. Then, let us collect all
different local vectors appearing in all vectors |Ψm〉 at the ith site in the local sets
S(i) =
{|ψ(i)m 〉}sim=1 (i= 1, . . . ,N), (50)
where si ≤ |S|. Subsequently, among elements of S(i) we search for mutually or-
thogonal vectors and collect them in separate subsets S(i)n (n = 0, . . . ,ki) such that
S(i)0 ∪ . . .∪S(i)ki = S(i) for any i (see Fig. 4). Notice that these subsets may, but do not
have to, span the corresponding Hilbert space Cdi .
It should be emphasized that there exist sets S for which the local subsets cannot
be unambiguously defined. This is, for instance, the case for vectors UTILES [cf. Eq.
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Fig. 4 Schematic description
of our construction. From
the set S having the local
independence property, one
constructs the local sets S(i)
(i = 1, . . . ,N) by collecting
different local vectors in
|Ψm〉. Then, one distinguishes
local subsets S(i)m of mutually
orthogonal vectors among
elements of each local set S(i).
1
S
· · ·S(1) S(N)
S
(1)
0 S
(1)
k1 S
(N)
0 S
(N)
kN
· · ·· · ·
(46)]. At both sites there are five different vectors |0〉, |0〉− |1〉, |1〉− |2〉, |2〉, and
|0〉+ |1〉+ |2〉. Clearly, the first one is orthogonal to the third and fourth ones, how-
ever, the latter are not mutually orthogonal. Then, in order to avoid this ambiguity,
we consider only those sets S that have the following property.
Property. Let S be a set of orthogonal product vectors from H. No two vectors be-
longing to different subsets S(i)k and S
(i)
l (k 6= l), which are constructed along the
above lines, are orthogonal.
In other words, what we need is that the local subsets are constructed in the
way that by replacing one of them by another one of the same size, we keep the
orthogonality of elements of S. In yet another words, the above property guarantees
that the orthogonality of S is preserved under any unitary rotation of elements of any
local subset S(i)k , which, in a sense, makes them independent. Hence, for the purposes
of the present framework, we propose to call it local independence property.
A particular example of a set having the above property is the already introduced
Shifts UPB (31). At each site there are four different vectors |0〉, |1〉, |e〉, and |e〉,
which can be grouped in two distinct sets S0 = {|0〉, |1〉} and S1 = {|e〉, |e〉}. Since,
by the very assumption, |e〉 6= |0〉, |1〉, none of the vectors from S0 is orthogonal to
none of elements of S1, and hence UShifts has the local independence property.
Interestingly, as it can easily be checked, all sets of orthogonal vectors in multi-
qubit Hilbert spaces have the above property and all local subsets contain at most
two elements. On the other hand, the example of TILES UPB shows that this in
general is not the case when local dimensions are larger than two.
Let us now pass to our construction of Bell inequalities. To every vector |Ψm〉
from S [cf. Eq. (44)] we can associate a conditional probability P(am|xm), or, strictly
speaking, vectors of measurements settings and outcomes
am = (a
(1)
m , . . . ,a
(N)
m ) and xm = (x
(1)
m , . . . ,x
(N)
m ) (51)
in the following way:
• the measurement setting x(i)m of the observer i is given by the index k enumerating
the subset S(i)k containing |ψ(i)m 〉,
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• the measurement outcome a(i)m corresponds to the position of |ψ(i)m 〉 in the set S(i)k .
Eventually, we simply add the obtained conditional probabilities and maximize
the resulting expression over all classical correlations, which leads us to the follow-
ing Bell inequality
|S|
∑
m=1
P(am|xm)≤ 1. (52)
The value of the right-hand side of the above, the so-called classical bound, directly
follows from the orthogonality of elements of S. Since the latter are product, for each
pair of vectors |Ψm〉, |Ψn〉 (m 6= n), there exists site, say i, such that |ψ(i)m 〉 ⊥ |ψ(i)n 〉,
and so the local independence property says implies |ψ(i)m 〉, |ψ(i)n 〉 are distinct ele-
ments of the same local subset S(i)k . Consequently, the associated conditional proba-
bilities P(am|xm) and P(an|xn) have at site i the same measurement settings but dif-
ferent outcomes. This means that for any deterministic local model, if one of these
two probabilities is one, the other one equals zero. Let us further call such probabil-
ities orthogonal. Since the above holds for any pair of conditional probabilities, the
right-hand side of (52) clearly amounts to one.
Notice then that, in principle, we can consider a more general inequality by com-
bining the conditional probabilities P(am|xm) (m= 1, . . . , |S|) with arbitrary positive
weights qm. However, we always get in this way a Bell inequality which is weaker
that the one above and certainly cannot be tight (see below).
5.2.2 Properties
Let us now shortly characterize the obtained Bell inequalities (52). We collect their
most important properties in the following theorem [24, 25].
Theorem 1. Let S be a set of orthogonal product vectors from H having the local
independence property. Then the following implications are true:
(i) the associated Bell inequality (52) is not violated by quantum correlations
(ii) if S is a UPB in H, then the Bell inequality (52) is nontrivial in the sense that
it is violated by some nonsignalling correlations,
(iii) if S is a full basis in H or can be completed to one in such a way that it
maintains the local independence property, the associated Bell inequality (52) is
not violated by any nonsignalling correlations.
Proof. (i): Let us, in contrary, assume that indeed the Bell inequality (52) associated
to S is violated by a quantum state ρ . Then, there exist local measurement operators
and the resulting Bell operator, denoted B, such that tr(Bρ)> 1. This means that at
least one of the eigenvalues of B has to exceed one. On the other hand, it is clear that
the local measurement operators can be assumed to be projective; if ρ violates (52)
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with POVM, one is able to find another quantum state ρ ′ acting on a larger Hilbert
space violating the same Bell inequality with projective measurements.
Let then Pm =⊗Ni=1P(i)m denote a product projective measurement operator corre-
sponding to P(am|xm), which, in general, may be different from the corresponding
vectors |Ψm〉 ∈ S. Clearly, orthogonality of the conditional probabilities P(am|xm) is
translated to the orthogonality of the corresponding Pm. Precisely, as already stated,
any pair of probabilities P(am|xm) and P(an|xn) has at some site, say i, the same
settings but different outcomes, implying that P(i)m ⊥ P(i)n and hence Pm ⊥ Pn. As a
result all Pm (m= 1, . . . , |S|) are orthogonal and the Bell operator B=∑mPm is again
a projector contradicting the fact that for some ρ , tr(Bρ)> 1.
(ii): Our proof is constructive, that is, for any Bell inequality associated to a UPB
we will provide particular NC violating it. We denote byΠ the projector onto spanS,
and introduce, in a full analogy to (32), the following indecomposable witness
W =
1
|S|−dimH (Π − ε1) (53)
with ε being a positive number defined as
ε = min〈x1, . . . ,xN |Π |x1, . . . ,xN〉, (54)
where minimum is taken over all fully product vectors from H. One directly checks
that this witness detects entanglement of the state (45) constructed from the UPB S,
i.e., tr(Wρ)< 0. This, after substituting the exact (52) of ρ , can be rewritten as
tr(WΠ)> 1. (55)
Clearly, Π can be seen as a Bell operator corresponding to our Bell inequality asso-
ciated to S. To complete the proof of (ii) it suffices then to notice any local measure-
ments performed on any entanglement witness, in particular (53), give nonsignalling
correlations (see e.g. [18, 17]).
(iii): Let us start from the case when |S| < dimH and assume that S can
be completed to a basis of H maintaining the local independence property (if
H = (C2)⊗N one can always do that provided S is completable). Let then |Ψm〉
(m = |S|+ 1, . . . ,dimH) denote product orthogonal vectors completing S, i.e.,
span(S ∪ {|Ψm〉}m) = H. Consequently, one can associate a Bell inequality (52)
to the set S and conditional probabilities P(am|xm) to the new vectors |Ψm〉 (m =
|S|+1, . . . ,dimH) in an unambiguous way. Then
|S|
∑
m=1
P(am|xm)≤
dimH
∑
m=1
P(am|xm)≤ 1, (56)
meaning that it suffices to prove that the Bell inequality appearing on the right-hand
side (the one constructed from a full basis in H) is trivial. For this purpose, we note
that the latter is saturated by the uniform probability distribution P(a|x) = 1/dimH
for any a and x, which is an interior point of the corresponding polytope of clas-
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sical correlations. Consequently, this Bell inequality is saturated by all vertices
of the polytope, and hence by any affine combination thereof, in particular, all
nonsignalling correlations. 
It is illuminating to see how the properties of S determine the properties of the
associated Bell inequality. Orthogonality of elements of S implies that it lacks quan-
tum violation. If S is additionally a UPB, then the Bell inequality is nontrivial be-
cause it detects some nonsignalling correlations. On the other hand, pit is trivial if S
is a full basis in H or can be completed to one maintaining the local independence
property. In the case of H = (C2)⊗N , up to sets that can only be completed to UPBs,
the implication (iii) becomes equivalence [25]. In the higher-dimensional case, how-
ever, there are sets having local independence property which are not UPBs but
cannot be extended maintaining the local independence property (see Sec. 5.3).
The more important and interesting question concerns the tightness of these Bell
inequalities. As shown in Refs. [24, 25] there exist example of both tight and non-
tight Bell inequalities associated to UPBs (see Sec. 5.2.3 for examples) and, so far,
it remains unclear what decides on tightness.
5.2.3 Examples
Just to get a better insight into the construction let us apply to it to some particular
examples of sets S, in particular those presented in Sec. 5.1.
Example 4. Using the already exploited relation between the GYNI Bell inequality
(17) and Shifts UPB let us show how the above construction works in practice.
As already noticed, UShifts has two different bases at each site S0 = {|0〉, |1〉} and
S1 = {|e〉, |e〉}. The vector |e〉 ∈C2 is, by assumption, different than |0〉 and |1〉, and
hence UShifts has the local independence property. We then associate a conditional
probability to every vector in UShifts:
|000〉 7→ P(000|000), |1ee〉 7→ P(110|011),
|e1e〉 7→ P(011|101), |ee1〉 7→ P(101|110). (57)
Simply by adding the above probabilities we get (17). In exactly the same was one
shows that GYNIN can be associated to a certain N-qubit UPB [24, 25]. Moreover,
it was recently shown in Ref. [25] that GYNIN is tight for odd N.
Interestingly, the GYNI3 is the only tight three-partite Bell inequality with no
quantum violation in the scenario of two dichotomic measurements per site, and it
is associated to the only class of UPB in (C2)⊗3 characterized in Ref. [45].
Example 5. Second, let us consider the Generalized Shifts UPB (47). The corre-
sponding Hilbert space is H = (C2)⊗N with N = 2k− 1 for integer k ≥ 2. Follow-
ing the above rules, at each site one can define k local subsets S0 = {|0〉, |1〉} and
Si = {|ei〉, |ei〉} (i = 1, . . . ,k− 1), which will later define k observables. We then
associate a conditional probability to every element of UGenShifts:
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|0 . . .0〉 7→ P(0 . . .0|0 . . .0)
|1e1 . . .ek−1ek−1 . . .e1〉 7→ P(10 . . .01 . . .1|01 . . .k−1,k−1 . . .1)
...
|e1 . . .ek−1ek−11 . . .e1〉 7→ P(0 . . .01 . . .11|01 . . .k−1,k−1 . . .11). (58)
Summing all these probabilities up, we get the N-partite Bell inequality with odd N:
P(0 . . .0|0 . . .0)+
2k−1
∑
i=1
DiP(10 . . .01 . . .1|01 . . .k−1,k−1 . . .1)≤ 1, (59)
where D denotes an operation shifting the input and output vectors by one to the
right, i.e., D(x1, . . . ,xN) = (xN ,x1, . . . ,xN−1). Notice that since at each site one has
k two-element local subsets Si, the Bell inequality (59) corresponds to the scenario
with k dichotomic observables per site.
Due to theorem 1, all the Bell inequalities (59) are nontrivial. However, it is
unclear whether they are tight. For N = 3 the above class recovers the GYNI3 which
is tight, while already for N = 5 the corresponding Bell inequality is not tight.
Example 6. Consider now the class of UPBs provided in Ref. [44], i.e., UNC pre-
sented in example 3. Here H = (Cd)⊗N with d ≥ N− 1. From Eqs. (48) and (49)
it follows that at each site one can distinguish two local subsets S0 = {|i〉}d−1i=0 , i.e.,
the standard basis, and S1 = {|ei〉}d−1i=0 . Since the elements of UNC are orthogonal
irrespectively of the choice of the second basis, UNC has the local independence
property. Associating conditional probabilities to elements of UNC and summing
them up, one gets the N-partite Bell inequality:
P(d−1, . . . ,d−1|1, . . . ,1)+
N−1
∑
i=0
d−2
∑
j=0
DiP(0,1, . . . ,d−1, j|0, . . . ,0,1)≤ 1, (60)
where D is defined as before and D0 is an identity.
Theorem 1 says that all the Bell inequalities (60) are nontrivial, however, it is not
clear whether they are tight in general. For N = 3 and d = 2, this class gives GYNI3,
but for N = 4 and d = 3 one checks that the resulting Bell inequality is not tight.
Let us notice that within the above framework one can also obtain tight Bell
inequalities with no quantum violation from UPBs that are independent of GYNIN .
Some new examples as for instance the following four-partite Bell inequality
p(0000|0000)+ p(1000|0111)+ p(0110|1012)+ p(0001|0110)
+p(1011|0001)+ p(1101|0102)+ p(1110|1101)≤ 1 (61)
were found recently in Ref. [25].
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5.3 Further generalizations
We will show now that not only UPBs lead to nontrivial Bell inequalities with no
quantum violation. If at least one di in H is larger than two, there exist sets of
orthogonal product vectors that are not UPBs in the sense of definition 1, but still,
the associated Bell inequalities (52), via the rules from Sec. 5.2.1, lack quantum
violation and are violated by nonsignalling correlations.
To be more precise, let us consider again set of orthogonal product vectors S and
let us split local sets S(i) [cf. Eq. (50)] into subsets S(i)k following the same rules as
before. Then, we have the definition.
Definition 2. Let S be a set of orthogonal fully product vectors from H having the
local independence property. Then, if |S|< dimH and there does not exist a product
vector ⊗Ni=1|φi〉 ∈ H with |φi〉 ∈ S(i) which is orthogonal to all vectors from S, we
call S a weak unextendible product basis (wUPB).
Clearly, any UPB is also a wUPB. Also, if all di = 2 in eq. (43), these two notions
are equivalent. If, however, at least one of the local dimensions di is larger than two,
there exist wUPB that are not UPB. As a particular example consider the following.
Example 7. Consider the following set of vectors from H =C2⊗C2⊗C3:
S= {|000〉, |1e f 〉, |e1 f 〉, |ee1〉, |ee2〉, |e1 fˆ 〉}, (62)
where | f 〉, | f 〉, and | fˆ 〉 are three orthogonal vectors from C3. At the first two sites
one distinguishes two local sets S(1)0 = S
(2)
0 = {|0〉, |1〉} and S(1)1 = S(2)1 = {|e〉, |e〉},
while at the third site S(3)0 = {|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} and S(3)1 = {| f 〉, | f 〉, | fˆ 〉}.
The set S has the local independence property because irrespectively of the choice
of all these subsets, all its elements are orthogonal. However, it is clearly not a UPB
because |e0g〉 and |eeg〉 with C3 3 |g〉 ⊥ |0〉, | f 〉 are orthogonal to S. Still, S is
a wUPB; there is no product vector |φ1〉|φ2〉|φ3〉 ∈ C2⊗C2⊗C3 with |φi〉 ∈ S(i)j
(i= 1,2,3; j = 1,2), which is orthogonal to S.
It remains an open question as to whether the quantum state constructed from
a wUPB, i.e., the state (45) with Π denoting now a projector onto the subspace
spanned by the wUPB, is entangled. It is, nevertheless, still a PPT state.
Following the rules given in Sec. 5.2.1, any wUPB can be associated a Bell in-
equality (52) with no quantum violation which is violated by some nonsignalling
correlations. In fact, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If S is a wUPB, the associated Bell inequality (52) is violated by some
nonsignalling correlations.
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the one of (ii) of theorem 1. It suffices
to consider the same operator as in Eq. (53) with Π denoting now a projector onto
the subspace spanned by the wUPB S and the minimum in Eq. (54) taken over
product vectors ⊗Ni=1|φi〉 ∈ H with local vectors |φi〉 ∈ S(i).
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A measurements of suchW along the settings corresponding to the local sets S(i)k
produce the value of the Bell inequality (52) constructed from the wUPB S given by
|S|(1−ε)/(|S|−ε dimH). This, due to the fact that |S|< dimH and ε < |S|/dimH,
is always larger than one. 
Notice that if S is a wUPB but not UPB, the operatorW is no longer an entangle-
ment witness, but still it is a Hermitian operator. It therefore represents nonsignalling
correlations [18], which are not Gleason correlations. It is then an open question as
to whether Bell inequalities associated to wUPBs ”detect” Gleason correlations.
To conclude, let us notice that the Bell inequality corresponding to the set (62):
p(000|000)+ p(110|011)+ p(011|101)+ p(101|110)
+p(012|101)+ p(102|110)≤ 1, (63)
which has two three-outcome observables at the third site, is tight. This is because
it is lifted three-partite GYNI Bell inequality (17) [46].
6 Conclusions
’Guess you neighbour’s input’ is a multipartite nonlocal game that, despite its sim-
plicity, captures important features of multipartite correlations. Moreover, it has un-
expected connections to topics in quantum foundations and quantum information
theory. In particular, it shows that the natural multipartite generalization of Glea-
son’s Theorem fails for more than two parties, that intrinsically multipartite prin-
ciples are needed to characterize quantum correlations and that there exists a link
between unextendible orthogonal product bases and Bell inequalities with no quan-
tum violation.
From a speculative point of view, GYNI suggests that we are lacking an intrin-
sically multipartite principle in our understanding of correlations. Indeed, the most
interesting feature of the game is that it represents a multipartite strengthening of
the no-signaling principle, which is by construction a bipartite principle, that is
obeyed by quantum correlations. This naturally raises the question of what physical
or information-theoretic principles lie behind GYNI. We hope our work stimulates
further research in this direction.
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